CH and C2 measurements imply a radical pool within a pool in acetylene flames.
Measured CH and C2 profiles show a striking resemblance as a function of time in a series of seven well-characterized fuel-rich (phi=1.2-2.0) non-sooting acetylene flames. This implied commonality and interrelationship are unexpected as these radicals have dissimilar chemical kinetic natures. As a result, a rigorous examination was undertaken of the behavior of each of the hydrocarbon species known to be present, C, CH, CH2, CH3, CH4, CHO, CHOH, CH2O, CH2OH, CH3O, CH3OH, C2, C2H, C2H2, CHCO, CH2CO, and C2O. This emphasized the main region where CH and C2 are observed (50-600 micros) and reduced the kinetic reactions to only those that operate efficiently and are dominant. It was immediately apparent that this region of the flame reflects the nature of a hydrogen flame heavily doped with CO and CO2 and containing traces of hydrocarbons. The radical species, H, OH, O, along with H2, H2O, and O2, form an important controlling radical pool that is in partial equilibrium, and the concentrations of each of the hydrocarbon radicals are minor to this, playing secondary roles. As a result, the dominant fast reactions are those between the hydrocarbons and the basic hydrogen/oxygen radicals. Hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon reactions are unimportant here at these equivalence ratios. CH and C2 are formed and destroyed on a sub-microsecond time scale so that their flame profiles are the reflection of a complex kinetically dynamic system. This is found to be the case for all of the hydrocarbon species examined. As might be expected, these rapidly form steady-state distributions. However, with the exceptions of C, CHO, CHOH, and CH2O, which are irreversibly being oxidized, the others all form an interconnected hydrocarbon pool that is under the control of the larger hydrogen radical pool. The hydrocarbon pool can rapidly adjust, and the CH and C2 decay together as the pool is drained. This is either by continuing oxidation in less rich mixtures, or in richer flames where this is negligible by the onset of hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon reactions. The implications of such a hydrocarbon pool are significant. It introduces a buffering effect on their distribution and provides the indirect connection between CH and C2. Moreover, because they are members of this radical pool, flame studies alone cannot answer questions concerning their specific importance in combustion other than their contributing role to this pool. The presence of such a pool modifies the exactness that is needed for kinetic mechanisms, and knowledge of every species in the system no longer is necessary. Furthermore, as rate constants become refined, it will allow for the calculation of the relative concentrations of the hydrocarbon species and facilitate reduced kinetic mechanisms. It provides an explanation for previous isotopically labeled experiments and illustrates the difficulty of exactly identifying in flames the role of individual species. It resolves the fact that differing kinetic models can show similar levels of accuracy and has implications for sensitivity analyses. It finally unveils the mechanism of the flame ionization detector and has implications for the differing interpretations of diamond formation mechanisms.